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DIA N E
KOR DA S

MESSIKA

The Amulette collection of
pendants can be filled with
scent, and sells to both men
and women.
dianekordasjewellery.com

The use of titanium,
which can be black or
silver in tone, is a popular
choice for men’s jewels,
since it is lighter and
tougher than precious
metals — as in this Move
pendant with diamonds.
messika.com

A RA
VARTAN I AN

JR S

This 18-karat yellow
gold, ruby and black
diamond earring
designed by Kate Moss
can be worn singly by
men or mixed and
matched by women.
aravartanian.com

The 18-karat black, rose and
white gold skinny stacking rings
are set with black, champagne
and white diamonds. jsay.com

UNISEX
EFFECTS
Jewelers’ latest collections can be
worn by both men and women.
By Rachael Taylor
H A R G R E AVE S

With a thick Fairmined Eco 18-karat
white gold band, the diamondstudded Commitment Fredag ring is
hefty enough for both sexes.
hargreavesstockholm.com

Gender identity is a hot topic right now, with stars such as
Orange Is the New Black’s Asia Kate Dillon and Ruby Rose
refusing to identify as male or female, instead describing
themselves as non-binary or gender-fluid. This blurring of
traditional male-female definitions has hit jewelry, with
designers including Fernando Jorge, Stephen Webster and Ara
Vartanian shooting campaigns that star both men and women
wearing their designs. Also influencing this trend is a rise in men
shopping for increasingly adventurous jewels, with unisex
collections allowing brands to hedge their bets. ◼

STE PH E N
WE B STE R

The collaborative
collection with
youthful fashion brand
Thames London,
which includes this
14-karat yellow gold
and diamond earring,
is pitched as unisex.
stephenwebster.com
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The 18-karat yellow gold, champlevé
enamel and diamond Strength Sun
band rings run up to a size 8.5 and are
targeted at both men and women.
foundrae.com
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